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Abstract—The electrification of remote areas has become a 
major concern for many developing and underdeveloped 
nations, especially in areas where fuel is expensive to deliver 
and the connection of electrical transmission lines is expensive 
and difficult to connect. This paper proposes an isolated 
microgrid for rural electrification, with the use of a standalone 
photovoltaic (PV) renewable energy system. Off-grid 
renewable energy technologies satisfy the demands of the 
consumer directly and avoid the need for distribution or 
transmission network upgrades. The system used for the 
microgrid consists of the PV system and a battery storage that 
serves as a backup. The load will be supplied from both the 
PV array and a battery bank. A boost converter is utilized to 
increase the voltage supplied by the PV to charge the batteries 
and supply the load. An inverter will be connected to a step up 
transformer. The inverter converts the direct current (DC) 
produced by the converter and battery storage units to 
alternating current (AC). The AC output will be used to 
supply the household loads. The simulations will be completed 
in PSIM software based on the designed system.  

Keywords-battery bank; converter; photovoltaic; renewable 

energy 

I. INTRODUCTION  
     The rural electrification project has become a global 
concern in the areas where fuel is expensive to deliver and 
the connection of electrical transmission lines is expensive 
[1]. The high demand for energy and the urgent need for 
environmental protection required environmentally friendly 
and cost effective power system [2]. The use of renewable 
energy sources will reduce carbon emissions and 
greenhouse gases, and enhance the quality of life of the 
rural dwellers that are living in remote areas. There are 
many environmentally friendly and sustainable energy 
sources such as wind, solar, biomass and tidal. Solar energy 
stands out as the cleanest form of renewable energy and it is 
also available in abundance [3]. The energy production 
from renewable energy sources is increasing each year, 
most countries are aiming to achieve greater than 15% 
renewable energy production by 2020 [2]. One of the major 
drawbacks of using solar and wind is the failure to ensure 
consistent power supply, due to the intermittent and 

fluctuation characteristics of these resources [2]. Solar 
energy is produced in a parabolic shape during the day and 
no energy supply at night, while wind energy is seasonal 
and stochastic in nature.  
    A microgrid is an energy network made up of renewable 
energy sources (RES) and storage devices [4]. Microgrids 
can be operated locally at the substation. The energy 
produced can be feed to the national grid or consumed in an 
off-grid power system. In the near future, the power 
distribution system can be seen as the interconnection of 
several microgrids, which can generate power locally, 
consume and also store the energy produced [5]. A 
microgrid with photovoltaic (PV) panels and battery storage 
unit can be used to mitigate and solve real operational 
issues [4]. The widely used renewable energy source across 
the globe is the solar PV. The reason for that is because 
there is abundant solar power and cheap operational costs.  
    Standalone PV systems are mainly used in microgrids or 
off-grid households. The PV system consists of PV panels 
connected in series or parallel or both (Array), DC/DC 
converter, a battery storage unit and an inverter (when 
supplying AC loads). The inverter is not required when 
supply DC loads. A battery storage unit is required to store 
energy during the day and supply the loads at night in the 
absence of solar energy. The battery bank stabilizes the 
system by storing excess power produced, during periods 
when the load is drawing less power.  

This paper presents an isolated microgrid system. The 
microgrid consists of a photovoltaic system. A PV system 
will be used. The system will also have a battery bank for 
energy storage. The reason for using a standalone solar PV 
system is because of the location of the rural area and the 
fact that South Africa has heat temperatures as compared to 
windy temperatures and regions. This system will be used 
to electrify houses in a rural area. The power generated will 
be for general use only. The battery storage will supply 
power at night when the power produced by the PV is not 
available.                 

The load will be supplied from both the PV array and a 
battery bank. An inverter will be connected on the output 
side of the PV system to convert direct current (DC) to 
alternating current (AC). During peak demands, the battery 
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bank will be used to supply power to the loads. After the 
load demands are met and there is excess power, this power 
will be used to charge the battery bank. The paper has five 
sections which are section II literature review, section III 
mathematical modeling of the solar PV system, section IV 
microgrid design and section V is the conclusion. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
     Due to the increase in energy demands and population 
growth, conventional energy sources are incapable of 
meeting the required energy demand [3]. There is a huge 
difference between energy demand and energy supply and 
this has led to a serious global energy crisis. Standalone 
microgrid with green technologies can be used to address 
the electricity needs in rural communities [6]. Off-grid 
renewable energy technologies satisfy the demands of the 
consumer directly and avoid the need for distribution or 
transmission network upgrades.  
    A microgrid is a small-medium scale localized power 
system that can operate in parallel or autonomous from the 
national grid and is capable of supplying power in multiple 
loads to consumers. Microgrid system can be built either at 
customer facility or at a location that is part of a local 
distribution substation thereby eliminating the need for 
system upgrades. Microgrid system provides many benefits 
to the customers, including improved system reliability by 
providing power during utility outages. There are also 
benefits such as resolving overload problems on the 
national grid by removing loads from the electric power 
system (EPS) by allowing a part of the power system to 
operate in the island mode [7]. A microgrid system plays a 
significant role in the compensation of reactive power as 
well as suppressing the voltage fluctuation and flickers in 
the system [8].  
     There are various configurations for microgrid systems 
based on the load connected. The connection configuration 
of the microgrid system is based on the consumer loads and 
the distributed generation systems used. The PV systems 
are easy to install, require little maintenance owing to no 
moving parts, and can be installed at various locations. The 
seasonal adjustments of solar PVs in either single or dual 
axis tracking can increase the power generation by 
approximately 4 % in summer and winter and up to 29 % 
with the application of dual axis tracking [9]. The PV 
system is expensive compared to the wind system [9]. Wind 
energy systems are only cheaper when operated at a large 
scale, drawback they require expertise to operate and 
maintain them.  
   To enhance the energy efficiency and stability of the 
renewable energy system one or more renewable energy 
systems must be used in hybrid form. Hybridization of 
renewable energy sources is an important way to increase 
utilization and efficiency of traditional power system. 
Energy systems are integrated through sources to increase 
the energy utilization factor and smooth the variability of 
primary energy input [10], [11]. Hybrid power systems 
connect two or more energy systems that when integrated 
they can overcome the limitations inherent in either. Hybrid 
systems improved the overall system limitations in terms of 
efficiency, reliability, and emissions [8]. Hybridization 
involves renewable energy sources like wind and solar 
photovoltaic (PV) and battery storage. The application of 

green technologies such as PV and wind systems increases 
the reliability of a variable renewable generation system, in 
this case, wind is utilized as a backup when the power 
output of the PV is low [11]. Hybrid system is an essential 
part of smart-grid that provides relatively uninterrupted 
power supply at a lower cost of energy, and operates 
independently or in conjunction with the utility grid [12]. 
Hybridization of green technologies will reduce the 
capacity of battery system and the operation and 
maintenance costs of the system as compared to using 
diesel generator in a standalone power system [4].  
     The drawback of using a hybrid system is a function of 
the location of the site and the amount of power required by 
the consumer. In other areas, there are low wind projections 
and hence the installation of a wind system will not yield 
profit and will be costly to operate and maintain. The 
battery is a device that contains an electric cell or a series of 
cells capable of storing energy that can be converted into 
electrical energy. Electricity is produced by a chemical 
reaction on the battery [13], [14].  
 

 
Figure 1.  Constant voltage charging curve [15] 

 
Battery charging starts with a constant current until a 
certain voltage is reached (gassing voltage) as shown in 
Fig. 1. Battery charging will continue at a constant voltage 
equal to gassing voltage until the charging current 
decreases to a value of about 0.1C20 [15]. Once the current 
has decreased the voltage will also decrease to float voltage 
to complete and maintain the battery charge. The life-
limiting factors of batteries depend on the rate of charge or 
discharge, overcharge, high depth of discharge and load 
patterns [6]. Off-grid communities require backup power 
for a PV standalone system to function efficiently due to 
electricity generation systems that are stochastic in nature. 

III. MATHEMATICAL MODELING OF A SOLAR PV 
SYSTEM 

     Mathematical modeling is utilized in this work to 
simulate the behavior of the PV module [16]. In this 
modeling technique, a PV cell is depicted by a current 
source connected in parallel with a diode. This circuit also 
includes two resistors Rs (series resistance) and Rsh (Parallel 
resistance) as shown in Fig. 2. 
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Figure 2.  Equivalent model of a PV Cell [16] 

 
   The basic characteristics of the PV module such as P-V 
and I-V) can be utilized to derive the basic equations of the 
panel, before mathematical modeling of the system [16]. 
Input Power (Pin): 
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Short circiut current (ISC): 
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                                                             (5) 
where Iph is the light generated photo-current of PV model, 
Isat is the diode saturation current, Vt is the thermal voltage 
of solar cell, n id the diode ideality, k is the Boltzmann’s 
constant, T is the operating temperature and q is the charge 
of an electron. Rs is the internal loss due to current flow 
and Rsh is the loss due to manufacturing defects [16].  
   Solar PV output power is dependent on two inputs 
temperature and irradiance. The solar irradiance on a 
surface varies depending on the orientation of the surface of 
the panel. The solar PV surface will obtain irradiance from 
the sun through the beam, diffuse and reflective irradiance. 
The beam irradiance is given by: 

km

B AeI                                                                         (6) 
where A is the apparent extraterrestrial flux, k is the optical 
depth and m is the air mass ratio.  
The direct irradiation collected by the collector is given by: 

cosBBC II                                                                     (7) 
Where 

tNtcsN  cossinsin)cos(coscos      (8) 

where s and c are the azimuth angles relative to the 
southern direction to the sun and nominal to the collector 
respectively. t is the tilt angle of the collector. 
   The accuracy of the diffuse radiation is limited and 
affected by the precipitation of moister in the clouds and 
reflection of the radiation throughout the atmosphere. The 
diffuse irradiation is given by: 
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where C is the sky diffuse factor  
The reflected radiation on the surface of the collector is 
given by: 
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where 
r is the ground reflectance.  

   The total radiation on the surface of the collector is 
expressed as follows: 

RCDCBCC IIII                                                         (11) 
   The total electrical power of a PV panel is dependent on 
the cell technology and the size of the panel. 

IV. MICROGRID SYSTEM DESIGN  
   Based on Fig. 3, South Africa is a country that has high 
annual heat temperatures. Based on this heat patterns 
installation of solar microgrid power plants will produce 
cheap, clean and reliable power supply to the communities.  
Houses in rural areas do not have a lot of electrical 
appliances as they mostly dependent on natural resources 
for energy (e.g. wood to make fire). Table I shows a list of 
appliances that are typically used in the study. 
 

 
Figure 3.  Solar irradiance of South Africa [17] 

TABLE I.  LOAD ESTIMATION  

Load Watt Quantity Hour/Day Total watt 
Compact florescent 
lamp  

20 4 6 80 

Refrigerator 400 1 12 400 
TV 100 1 6 100 
Total - - - 580 

 
   The estimated house load is 600W. The solar PV model 
for this paper is based in the CENTSYS 250W. The PV 
module and the characteristics of the module are presented 
in Table II. 

TABLE II.  DATA OF 250 W CENTSYS MODULE  

 Maximum Power  250W  
Open Circuit Voltage  37.8V 
Tolerance   3% 
Short Circuit Current  8.7A  
Maximum Power Voltage  31.5V 
Maximum Power Current  7.94A  
Module Efficiency  15.3% 
Solar Cell Efficiency  17.2%  
Series fuse rating 15A 
Terminal box IP65 
Maximum system voltage 1000V DC 
Operating temperature -40oC to 85oC 
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   The design of the solar PV microgrid was done in PSIM. 
PSIM is an electronic simulation software package that is 
designed use in power electronics and motor drive 
simulations. This software can also be used for any 
electronic circuits. The I-V and the maximum power curve 
of the PV will be simulated in PSIM after inputting all the 
parameters of the solar panel module. 
 

 
Figure 4.  Solar PV array 

 

 
Figure 5.  PV solar parameters in PSIM 

 

 
(a) 

 
(b) 

Figure 6.  (a-b) I-V and P-V curves from PSIM 
 

   Fig. 4 depicts the series connection of 3 solar PV 
modules. The PV physical model parameters are shown in 
Fig. 5. The characteristic information of the 250W 
CENTSYS was used to simulate the maximum I-V and P-V 
curves shown in Fig. 6.  

A. Boost Converter 

     A boost converter is a DC-DC converter that is utilized 
to step up the input voltage (while stepping down the 
current) to supply the load. A boost converter is made up of 
a switch (MOSFET or IGBT), inductor, capacitor, and a 
diode. The capacitor and inductor are used as ripple voltage 
and current filters respectively. The DC input to a boost can 
be from many sources as well as batteries, DC from solar 
panels, fuels cells, and DC generators. 

TABLE III.  BOOST CONVETER DESIGN INFORMATION  

Switching frequency  150kHz  
Input current  7.94A  
Input voltage  100V  
Output Voltage  200V  

 
     The information given in Table III is the output values 
from the series solar system array. 

out

in

V

V
D 1                                                                     (12) 

    D is the duty ratio of the converter. The voltage across 
the load can be stepped up by varying the duty ration D. 
The minimum output voltage (Vout) of the system will be 
obtained when D = 0. 

inout IDI )1(                                                               (13) 
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RLoad is the design resistive load of the converter. The 
inductive of the converter is obatined by: 
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The capacitance of the converter is obtained by: 
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D
C
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                                                      (16) 
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Figure 7.  Converter design in PSIM 

 
Figure 8.  Boost converter input voltage graph 

 
Figure 9.  Boost converter output voltage 

 
      Fig. 7 shows the boost converter design in PSIM.  The 
inductance and capacitor values were updated as shown 
above on Fig. 7. The L-C filter values were updated to get a 
smooth output for the current and voltage. . This converter 
was simulated with an input voltage of 100VDC as seen in 
Fig. 8 and the out but is 188VDC as shown in Fig. 9. 

B. Battery Storage  

    The battery storage unit forms an important part in the 
microgrid system. PV solar systems only function for 12 
hours during the day and the energy produced during the 
day must be stored in order to supply loads at night or 
during cloudy days. A typical flooded lead-acid cell is 
shown in Fig. 10. The batteries consist of one or more cells; 
each cell is made up of an electrolyte, positive electrode, 
separator and negative electrode [19]. The batteries are 
rated based on their ampere-hour capacity and nominal 
voltage. Lead acid cells are designed by the respective 
manufacturers in such a way to have alternating negative 
and positive plates, interconnected with multiple or single 
layers if separator material is used [19]. The service life of 
lead-acid can be maximized with a proper routine 
maintenance. Electrolyte topping must be performed 
regularly to compensate for water loss while charging. The 
maintenance intervals for these batteries are about 2 to 4 
months. 

 
Figure 10.  Lead acid battery [18] 

 

 

 
Figure 11.  Solar PV output voltage for battery charge 

 

 
Figure 12.  Solar PV output current for battery charge 

 
    Fig. 11 above shows the charging voltage of the batteries, 
a constant current is supplied to the cells until the battery 
voltage is constant. Fig. 12 shows the charging current of 
the batteries. The current will decrease and stay constant 
once the cell voltage is on float. 

C. Inverter Design 

    The main power source of the microgrid is a solar panel 
that produces DC output. The household electrical loads 
require an alternating current (AC) to function. It is for this 
reason a bridge DC-AC inverter is required in the system 
before the load supply. The inverter is connected after the 
battery bank, both the PV and battery bank produce DC 
outputs that must be inverted to AC. The output of the 
inverter is a chopped AC voltage with zero DC 
components. Depending on the load supplied an LC low 
pass filter might be required on the output of the inverter to 
minimize the high-frequency harmonics. 

 
Figure 13.  Inverter design PSIM 

 
     Fig. 13 shows the inverted design that was simulated in 
PSIM connected to a step up transformer with a resistive 
load. The resistive load was calculated in equation 14. 

 
Figure 14.  Inverter output voltage 

 
Figure 15.  Inverter output current 
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     The voltage and current output of the transformer are 
shown in Figures 14 and 15 respectively. The required 
230VAC is achieved from the transformer output. The 
maximum output current of the microgrid for a single 
household is 3.8A. The output current produced is enough 
to run the loads. The root mean square (rms) values of the 
transformer outputs are supplied to the load to operate the 
household loads. 

V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS  
     The microgrid design was done using the PV system 
with a battery bank. The solar PV array was connected in 
series to get the required voltage and current. The DC-DC 
boost converter was used to boost the incoming supply 
from the solar panels. The input supply was stepped up to 
230 VDC, some of the energy is used to charge the lead-
acid battery bank while the other supplies the load. The 
flooded lead acid battery is utilized in the microgrid as an 
energy storage system. The battery storage unit will supply 
the loads at night and during cloudy days. An inverter is 
incorporated in the microgrid design to invert the DC input 
from the converter and the battery bank to AC for the 
household loads. The switching pulse of the inverter has a 
switching frequency of 50Hz, which is the operating 
frequency in South Africa. From all the simulation that was 
completed on PSIM, they microgrid is able to function and 
also supply the required voltage and current to the load.  

A.  Discussion of Improvements to Research  

     The power produced from the PV solar system is only 
available during sunny days. A hybrid system can be used 
on the microgrid to supply power when weather conditions 
are not good. A diesel generator can be incorporated into 
the system to supply energy when the solar panel is not 
operational. The diesel generator can be programmed to 
only function when the battery bank current reaches a low 
set limit. This function will make sure that the power stored 
in the batteries will be used up first before the use of the 
generator. The advantage of this is the saving of fuel costs. 
Maximum power point tracking (MPPT) can be utilized in 
the solar array to increase the efficiency of the PV panels. 
Temperature has an influence on the solar PV output 
voltage, while solar irradiance affects the output current of 
the PV. Including an MPPT system in the solar PV array 
will increase the system efficiency and performance. 
Lithium-ion batteries can be used as a storage unit. The 
efficiency of the lithium-ion battery is more than that of the 
lead-acid and also the cycle life is more. 

VI. CONCLUSION  
     In this paper, an isolated microgrid for rural 
electrification was proposed. The solar PV system is used 
to power up a household in the rural community with only 
essential electric supplies. The PV system has an electric 
storage system that makes use of lead-acid battery. The 
output voltage of the PV module is stepped up with the 
application of the boost DC-DC converter. The output 
voltage and current of the converter are used to charge the 
batteries and also supply the load. An inverter is used to 
change the DC output of the converter and the battery bank 
to AC output. PSIM software was used for the simulation 
of the microgrid. Simulations are done for battery charging, 

the boost converter function and to illustrate the full 
function of the full bridge inverter. 
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